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Four1e (1936) has definitely established that their 

dung is composed entirely of fur during the height of an 

epizootic among gerbilles and that it becomes normal again 

after the subsidence of mortality. The Public Health 

authorities now recognise, that when rodent fur 1s found in 

the excreta of the yellow mongoose 1t is an indication of 

plague or some other epizootic affecting small rodents. 

Fitzsimmons states,that they at times attack and devour 

larger prey and do not hesitate to follow ground squirrels 

down their burrows to attack and kill them. This is 

probably not quite correct. I have seen a squirrel attacking 

and driving a yellow mongoose away from her warren, into 

which the mongoose endeavoured to escape when it was fired 

upon. He further statea,that it is not uncommon to find 

a pair or these meereats in possession of a warren of a 

•• jumping hare .. or a ground squirrel, the rightful occupants 

having been either devoured or driven out. From careful 

observations it has been found,that the yellow mongoose 

will occupy warrens aida by side with these animals without 

disturbing them. 

It has been reported on several occas1on,that they attack 

newly born and weak lambs, and they do not hesitate to 

devour after-births. As a result or the damage they do to 

sheep farmers they have been declared as vermin, and three

pence is paid by the Freestate lrov1ne1al Administration for 

each Cm1ct'a tail presented. 

The 6rni;ctts is mainly diurnal in habit, but has 

frequently been observed at night. It hunts either singly 

or in pairs but not in groups, and 1t may wander as far as two 

miles from 1 ts abode in search of food. 

They usually live inc olonies of anything from two to 

ten or more individuals, but a Cam1ly usually consists of 

from two to five. The females usually give birth to two 

young at a time, and proba~ly more than once during the same 
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breeding season, as females 1n full lactation have been found 

to be pregnant as well. A pair or well fed young mongooses do 

not look unlike two well fed puppies. 

Sur±cata SUf1oatta. 

English : Cape suricate; common meereat; slender-tailed 

meeroat. 

Afrikaans s Stokstertmeerkat; gewone meerkat; graa1tJ1e. 

Seauto : Letol1. 

Sechuana : lotoko. 

Five geographical varieties are listed by Roberts. The 

genus Sy;:icata. as 1n the case of Cm1ct1s belongs to the 

sub-family Herpestipae of the family Viverrid@e. 

Dis triby. t1oQ. 

The suricate has more or less the same distribution as 

the Ql!!ict1s. Its distribution in the Cape Province 1s 

however more restricted. 

Being essentially a. Karoo animal it does not approach 

the east coast as close as the Cyn1ct1a, and do not therefore 

occur in Kaftrar1a. Its extension 1a more south and north 

than ~he Cyniotis, occurring as far south as Ceres. It 1s 

found on the central high veld of the Transvaal, Orange 

Free State, Gr1qualand West and Bechuanaland. Several large 

colonies have been seen 1n the Kalahari region of Kuruma.n 

district. In South West Africa its distribution 1s very 

limited and occurs only in South Damaraland and Gobab1s 

district. Unlike Cyn1ct1s the distribution of Suricata 

is very even throughout the area where it occurs. 

Hf;bitatc. 

The suricate, having strong curved front claws, 1a not 

like the Cyp*ct1s dependent on the Geosc1urys for its warrens. 

It digs its burrows out in eXposed places, preferably on 

slight elevations to prevent storm water from entering into 

1 ts warrens. 
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It is, however, not usual to find the surioate occupying 

the same warrens as the Cynictia and the Geosciurys. The 

warrens in this case were probably dug by the latter species. 

The suricate is much more migratory in a given locality 

than either of the other two species of animals, 1.e. 1t wanders 

within a localised area from colony to colony~ short 

intervals. A large colony was observed near Ol1phantshoek, 

close to a b1g Camel thorn tree, along the main toad to 

Kuruman. At times there would be no s~ of' habitation and 

at o·ther times the sur1cates would be found ·there again. 

The suricate is the most gregarious of the v1verr1ds 

and families consisting of ten to thirty or more members are 

qu1 te uaua.l. In one case o·n the Trompsbarg Commonage a 

t roop or some forty were counted 11v1ng in one colony. 

The migratory habit is probably a necessity to a family 

of sur1cates·, as they do not wander very far from their 

warrens in search of food. It 1 ·therefore, stands to reason 

that with a large family traversing in a limited area only 

in close prox1m1ty to its· warrens, the food supply would 

soon become exhausted, whereupon the farn1ly has to find a new 

hunting ground and consequently also a new colony. 

Two instances have been described where a migratory 

troop of suricates have been followed for some distance. In 

the one a member of the South African Folice on patrol 

duty on horseback in the Bethul1e district followed a troop or 

some thirty strong for about two miles along the road. At 

a turn of the road the sur1catea carried on, while the police 

constable turned off. On the farm Elladale in the Umvot1 

district, Natal a pair of surlcates brought from the Free State 

as pets, escaped into the veld where they soon mult1jal1ed 

into quite a large family. The farm is situated 1n the 

mist -belt, where suricatea do not occur. At least two places 

were known about a mile apart where this family had burrows, 

which were occupied at different intervals. When one colony 
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was inhabited the other seemed to fall into disuse, but 

when its turn of occupation arrived fresh excavations were to 

be found into which the troop would escape on being disturbed. 

There may have been more such colonies but only two were located. 

Foog. 

The diet of the Sur1oate 1a varied. It consumes both 

vegetable matter such as corms and rhizomes, and insects. 

With its strong claws 1t can dig out the bulbs it requires. 

and any insects found are devoured at the same time. On 

many occasions locusts, grass-hoppers, hodotermes, spiders, 

tarantulas and centipedes have been found amongst the stomach 

contents of sur1cates that have been shot. 
;:,~~~~ ~tr~ 

The breeding period"-and litters of as many as five 

young have bean round 1n one neat. 

lyona.x pu;J. verulenty.s. 

English : Small grey mongoose; Pepper and Balt cat. 

Afrikaans : lCle1n-grya-kommetj1egat; Neuthaar, Ga.rkie. 

Xosa ; Ilitse 

Sesuto : Mayewane. 

The genus _Mrona;_]Jelonga to the sub-family He:rt@stip.ae 

of the family Viverridae. 

As a result of its comparative local distribution two 

varieties only of Myonax pulverulentus are described, one ot 

the North West Cape and one of Little Namaqualand. 

Distribution. 

The Myonax wJrverulentds&i is practically restrieted to 

South of the Orange River, where it is widely distributed. 

Fitzsimmons gives it as common throughout the Cape Province 

and Natal. 

Habitat. 

Its favourite haunts are the bush-veld and rocky vegetation

covered hillsides. Nests are found in the crevices of rocks 

and hollow tree stumps, where they live 1n pairs. 
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f.22S 
Its diet consists of rats, mice and insects. [t will 

approach fowl-runs and catch young fowls. It is a past

master at killtng snakes. Fitzsimmons one one ocoas1on 

introduced a puff-adder 1nto the cage of a l.lyo_J:l&X, a battle 

ensued with the result that the snake was killed, and starting 

trom the head the Myona1 devoured its victim. It is further 

described that it has a most important mission 1n the economy 

of nature, for of all creatures it is the most persistent 1n 

its persu1t of rats, m,1ce and noxious insects and should 

for this reason not be lll01eated. 

aynetta fel1na. 

English : Cape Spotted genet; Genet cat (V'ryburg). 

Afrikaans t MuskejaatkatJ M1sselkat; :Muskka.t; Uosallatkat. 

Zulu : lns1mba. 

Swazi J Insimba. 

Xosa.1 Inyawag1. 

Sesuto : Thsipa. 

Sechuana : Teipa. 
(. 

The genus Genatt§ belongs to the sub-family VeverrtDae 

of' the family V\verrida~. 

Roberts lists two varieties ot ~net;ta feline. 1n 

South and Tropical Africa. 

Distribution-
e. The Gepatta fellP§ is the most widely distributed of 

South African genets, being found from the Cape to the 

Zambesi and beyond. 

Habitat. 

Being nocturnal in habits and vary secretive the spotted 

genet is very rarely seen and encountered. Its habitat is 

therefore not fully determined. It seems from the number of 

rabid cases reported from Vryburg, that it is very plentiful 

in Bechuanaland. They seem to favour well sheltered bushy 
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parts with thick undergrowth. ~ear Bloemfontein, on the farm 

Hill-and-Dale they are very plentiful. In one year the dogs 

killed no less than five. The farm consists mostly of 

dolorite koppies overgrown with cactus. 

Unless they wander a great deal they prefer to be near 

farm-yards to obtain easy prey 1n the form of chickens. 

Food. 

The food of the genet consists of any creature 1t can 

overpower, hares, rats, mice, birds with their nestlings and 

eggs, fowls from farm-yards, etc. 

Felis app. 

English : Wild cat; Black-footed oat. 
u.. Afrikaans : Wildekat; Grotiilkat; Vaa.lboekat, Swa.rtpootka.t. 

Zulu : Impaka, Isob1la. 

Xo sa : Inga.da, Inxa taza. 

Sotho : Paka; Mokube. 

In the Fel~s spp. are included the two species Felt@ 

ocreata caffra and M1crgfeles negripes negr1vpee, of the 

family Felidae. Of the first named species Roberts lists 

four and of the latter two geographical varieties. 

D!str1but1on and Habitat. 

The distribution or both species of Felis is very wide. 

The Felis spp.are round from the Cape to beyond the Zambes1, 

and :frequents hilly country and thick undergrowth where 

abundant shelter 1a found during the day. 

Food. 

Both the species are essentially oarn1vouous and prey on 

any animal or bird they can catch. Mice and rats and small 

birds are very easily caught by these oats. Fowl-houses are 

frequently visited, from where they will take a fowl and devour 

it nearby, 

Geosciurus capensis. 

English : Ground squirrel; Bush-tailed or Fan-tail Meercat. 
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Afrikaans : Waa1erstert meerkat. 

Sechuana : Samane. 

The ground squirrel ( Geoactu.rus) a rodent, belongs to 
(1,.,~-L 

the family Sc1ur1dae. ~fioee varieties have been listed by 

Roberts. 

Distribution. 

The distribution of ~oaciurus eapensig is fairly general. 

It occurs over the whole of the Karoo, Nam.aqualand up to 

Ngamiland, including the Kalahari. It is very widely d1atr1buted 

over the high-veld of the Transvaal and Orange Free State, 

especially in the western parts of these provinces. 

The ground squirrel prefers the plains and is very seldom 

found 1n hilly country, 'but may burrow at the foot of isolated 

hills. Ee1ng dependant on bulbs and tubers it congregates 

near pans and water courses, d1.gg1ng 1ts warrens on the slopes. 

Its strong and well-developed front claws are well 

adapted to dig extensive warrens in fairly hard soil and shale. 

In the Kalahari it prefers to burrow in lime outcrops between 

the sand dunes. as 1t is probably difficult to keep the 

burrows open in the loose sand. Where mea11e fields exist 

colonies ot the groundsquir~el are usually found nearby and 

even in these fields. 

It is generally accepted that this animal does not go 

far afield for its food but grazes in the vicinity of ita 

burrows. On several occasions squirrels have been caught at 

their burrows situated more than 800 yards from mealie-fields, 

with the stomach contents showing that they had fed on mealies. 

The ground squirrel is a sociable animal, living 1n 

groups up to eight or more in the same colony. Where unsu1ta ble ...._, 
ground exists for digging warrens as in the isolated lime

outcrops in the Kalahari the off-spring remain with their 

parents, so that the groups increase to twenty or more animals 

occupying the same colony. The breeding season continues 
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probably right through the summer. The squirrel 1s very 

careful about 1ts nests, which consists of chambers dug out of 

the tunnels and filled with soft grass and other fluffy 

material which 1t can obtain. 

Fgod. 

The diet of the ground squirrel which 1s entirely vege

table, consists mainly or••u1ntj1es" and other rhizomes, corms, 

tubers, gourds, cactus-leaves, grain and grass seeds., etc. 

Great damage can be done in meal1e-f1elds when these are near 

their colonies, especially 1s this the case 1n newly planted 

fields where row upon row of the seed is dug up as soon as it 

has germinated and the green shoots appear above the ground. 

tctonp: oransta~. 

The genus Ictontt of the family Mustelid.ae is represented 

in South Africa by three species, viz. Ictonn . str:1atua, 

I. kalahar1cy.s, and +• orangia.e with several varieties. Roberts 

lists f1ve of the first species, three of the second and four 

of the last named. 

The tllree species are commonly not differentiated and are 

referred to collectively as "Polecats .. , or "Skunks". 

English t Polecat; Skunk. 

Afrikaans ; St1tlktnu1sh0nd. 

Sechuana: Nake"dl. 

Seeutu : Th1kgoe. 

Zulu t Bgaga. 

Xosa : Igaga 

DistrJ,bution. 

The striped polecat is found ~ver the whole or Africa, and 

1s the moat ub1q,u1tous or all animals, being equally at home 1n 

mountains , waterless sand planes, the Karoo, the bushveld and 

swamps. The other two species of polecats have a comparatively 

limited distribution. Ictonyx k8lahar1cus occurs 1n the Kala har .'-" 

region of Bechuanaland and South West Africa. Ictonyx orang1ae 

extends over the o.r.s., Namaqualand, Transvaal, Zululand and 
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Ghansin to Damaraland. 

Habits. 

The polecats are of solitary and nocturnal habits. 

occasionally hunting 1n pairs. A group ot these were encountered 

at night ln the midlands of Natal. During the day they hide 

1n crevices and burrows• and although terrestrial, can scramble 

into trees. The charaeter1at1c nauseating odour given orr 
when frightened or attacked originates trom a fluid secreted 

by the anal glands. The smell adheres to dogs for days after 

they have killed a polecat. 

Food. 

The polecats are more essentially carnivorous than the 

mongooses, they prey very largely on rodents wh1ch they often 

dig out of their warrens. They kill and devour snakes, lizards, 

the nestlings of terrestrial birds, and are at the same time 

f earless poultry raiders. 

Owing to their persistent destruction of small rodents, 

they should be protected• as they render valuable service 1n 

keeping the numbers f the gerb1lles down which are 1arge11 

concerned with the dissemination of Bubonic plague. 

The J a.okal. 

Although there 1s a b1g difference between the three 

species of Jackals found in South Africa, they are very often 

contused. The three species are Octocyon megalotus,Cynalopex 

OJlamf!, and TJ;ps mesomela@• Ch@.etfla. adust; which is unknown 1n 

the rabies areas occurs in the tropical parts of Zululand• 

Rhodesia and further north. 

Ogtosg9n me§f4gtus. 

English : Desert f ox ; Cape Fennec. 

Afrikaans : Draa1Jakka.ls, Bakoorja.kkals. 

Sechuana : Ma:tblose, Ma.clusi. 

Distribution. 

Two geographical varieties are listed by Roberts. The 

Octocyo:n occurs in dry western parts of South Africa, namel, 
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on the Karoo plains, Bechuanaland, North Western Transvaal and 

South Wast Africa. In the Kalahari region, where it occurs 1 n 

great numbers, the natives hunt them for their pelts, for which 

they obtain two shillings a piece. 

Habit§. 

It 1s nocturnal in habit, bu.t ventures in daylight 1n 

the more secluded parts of the country. 

Fgod. 

The antmal although listed as vermin and for whose 

destruction a reward is paid, 1s really a harmless animal. Its 

diet consists mostly of termites, beetles, locusts, small 

rodents, lizards and the eggs and nestlings of terrestrial birds. 

Farmers 1n the Karoo maintain that 1t catches new born lambs. 

Owing to its destruction of Gerb1llee, which play such an 

important r8le in the d1sseldnat1on of bubonic plague, 1t 

should really receive protection. 

The sheep farmers unfortunately 1n their endeavours to 

exterminate the d.estructive Red or Bla.ek-backed jackal, have 

almost completelY exterminated this animal, as it is lese 

elusive than the former. 

Cyna1opex chama.. 

English : Silver Jackal. 

Afrikaans t Silwer, Vaal or Draa1-Jakkals. 

Sechuana l Los1. 

Sesutu : Mopheme. 

D1s;tr1P!Jt.lon-

The distribution 1s more or less the same as that of 

the Cape Fennec, but is nowhere common. Its range 1a restricted 

to South Africa south of the Zambesi, occurring on the Cape Flats 

the Karoo, Orange Free State, Western parts of Transvaal, 

Bechuanaland, South West Africa, but not beyond the north of 

Grootfontein and does nor occur in the Capr1v1 Zipfel. It 1s 

also absent east of the Drakensberg. 

Habit. 

Being of a secretive disposition and nocturnal in habit, 
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it 1s very seldom seen. During day ttme it 11es hidden 

in the thick undergrowth, preferably in thick matted thorny 

bushes. It concentrates round the base of hills and kopjes 

for shelten. It is less easily caught by dogs than the bakoor. 

Food. 

Its diet 1a the same as that of OctocyoD, but it 1s claimed 

by farmers that 1t 1e more destructive to lambs, catching 

fairly strong ones. 

-Thos Mesomela§. 

English : Common Jackal• Black-back, Silver-back or 

Saddle-back; Red or Cape Jackal. 

Afrikaans ·: Roo1- or Swartrugjakkals J SaalrugJakkals. 

Sechuana - Se.sutu t Phokojo·e. 

Xosa : Impungutshe. 

Zulu : Nkanka. 

D1str1'Rution. 

This 1s the commonest Jackal, and occurs everyWhere 

from the Cape to the Zambes1. 

Habit. 

This animal although nocturnal 1n habit will venture in 

daytime as well. It hides 1n dense ae:~~v.lJ s•hrub and 1n hilly 

country where it can find suitable shelter. 

roods 

It is mora carnivorous than either the other two species 

of jackal. It subsists mainly on rodents and wild birds, 

besides being a scavenger. In spite of 1t being a scavenger 

it is very seldom caught in traps or killed. with poisonous 

bait as 1t 1s exceedingly cunning and has a very fine 

scant. It 1s most destructive to the sheep farmer, catching 

and killing young sheep. On account of this destructive 

habit it has cost the sheep farmer thousands of pounds in the 

loss of sheep and the erection of Jackal-proof tenci~ 
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PART II. 

PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS AT DESTRUCTION OF TirE 

V8CTOHSOF RABigs, ._......., == 
A. Introduction, 

As early as 1930 (Neitz and Marais 1932) it 

was realised that rabies was finnly established in some 

of our wild animals, and especially in the Viverridae. 

In order, therefore, to reduce the incidence of rabies 

an exterminc"l.tion campaign of meercats on infected and 

adjoining farms by gassing with cyanide gas was under-

taken by the Department. From February, 19::10 , to June , 

1931, forty-three farms in the Transvaal, O.F.S. and the 

Cape Province were treated. 

White (1932) in his report on the above cam

paign made two statements Which dispelled all hopes of 

success and as a result of which the campaign was aban-

doned. In the first place he mentioned that reinfests.-

tion by meercats of a farm treated, took place even before 

the gassing operations on that :farm were completed. In 

the second place failure was ascribed to the fact that the 

gas, especially after abundant rains, was not always effec

tive. 

It is also noted that outbreaks of rabies re-

occurred on some of the infected farms on which the exter

mination of meerca.ts had been undertaken, e.g. Cyfergat in 

the Wolmaransstad district on 2:>.8.36, in the O.F.S. at 

Dealesville on 16. 6. 32 and subsequently at Kromsprui t on 

the 4.11.~5 a,nd at Blandfort on 18.9.35. 

Thornton {1935) described the want o~ success 

in destroying veld rodents in connection with plague con

trol, !1S due to (1) the use of spent dust or defective 
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equipment; (2) the preliminary closing up of the entrances, 

thus preventing effective penetration of all the under

ground passages by the dust; (3) the treatment of appar-
W.4.?''7'-' 11.11 

ently occupiedt.. only, a.Tld the neglect of deserted or spare 

warrens, and (4) the gassing of burrows while the ground 

is s~.turated with moisture or while the animals are out 

feeding. 

B. STUDY OF THE STRUCTJ1lE Oli' MEERCAT BURHOWS. 

In 1936 when it seemed,that the incidence of 

rabies was increasing and it was realised) that all meas

ures of control would fail unless the disease was checked 

in the wild CArriers, experimental work was planned and 

carried out with a view to discovering the best means of 

a.chieving this. 

It wns obvious, that a.n accurate knowledge of the 

internal structure of the colonies and burrows was required 

in order to devise the best methods ~or fumigation, and to 

determine the causes of failure to kill these animals in 

the warrens. 

A preliminary investigation was started near 

Wesselsbron, where an outbreak of rabies had occurred. 

These Preliminary investigations conducted under the di

rection of' Dr. Thomas, consisted chie:fly in studying the 

formation of the colonies and the structure of the burrows 

of the Cynictis, Geosciurus, and Suricata. 

A considerable number of colonies, bo"t..t-'1 small 

and large were dug up, during the course of these and sub

sequent experiments, and they were described and sketched 

to scale. 

Procedure followed in the Study of Burrows. 

The procedure adopted was shortly as follows: 

Two wires were stretched at right angles across the colony, 
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and staked. These wires then represented tt1e coordina.t,es. 

Corresponding coordinates were drawn on graph paper. The 

most convenient seale was found to be five :feet to the 

inch. 

The situation of the opening's of the warrens 

were meAsured from the coordinates with a tape measure and 

¥Tere marked ~ls sm~ll circles on the sketch. Digging op...;. 

erAtions were then started, commencing t .. rom one or more 

openings, a:nd the wa.rrens were carefully followed. As 

the digging progressed the depth and directions of the 

warrens were measured in the same way from tt1e coordinates 

and tra.ced on the graph paper as accurately as possible. 

~scriptiop of the Burrows, 

The three above mentioned species of burrowing 

animals dig their burrows very much on the same intricate 

pattern, which is more easily illustrated than described. 

Sketches r, II and III represent very simple 

colonies. The first dug and inhabited by g~sciuru1!, the 
~ 

second by Syricata, while the third was inhabited by 

Cynict1e. Sketch lV is typical of colonies of the more 

complicated nature. 

The colony usually consists of a number of holes 

dug at a.n angle of about 30 to 40 degrees to the surface 

for a. depth of two to three feet, according to the na.'ture 

of' the soil. 

In cross-section the hole is roughly half-moon 

shaped approximately 3'' high and 4u wide. 

At more or less the same level \mderground, the 

tunnels are interconnected to form a maze or network. At 

intervals chambers are formed, lined with soft grass, forrn-

ing the breeding and sleeping places. It has been found 

very frequently, when colonies were dug up, inhabited both 
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by the squirrel and the yellow mongoose, that the part 

inhabited by the f"orruer tne bedding in the chambers con

sist,ed of 'fresh straw, while the chambers occupied by the 

latter, t..he bedding was old and in a decayed state or no 

bedding At all was present. It is evident, therefore, 

thAt the squirrel carefully prepares its breeding chamber, 

while the yellow mongoose is satisfied with what it can 

obtain in sections vacated by the squirrel. 

A very remarkable fee ture is that the tunnels 

are more or less on the same underground level, only oc

cnsionA.lly does one find a tnnnel passing under another, 

a.nd thus fa.iling to connect up or only connecting up when 

it has been dovm for a considerable distance, when it pas-

ses upwprds again. The tunnels which do not connect 

usuPlly end up in a chamber. A feature~ which was found 

to have an important bearing on the gassing (to be descri

bed later) of the colonies, wa.s the presence of unconnected 

tunnels ending in cul-de-sacs, usually situated a.t t..~e 

periphery of the colony e.nd extending up to 30 feet or more. 

Such a tunnel is well illustrated in s.ketch III extending 

towArds the top. In a colony (sketch V) tha.t has been 

exploded by dynamite and afterwards dug up, a tunnel thirty 

feet long was revealed at the end of which a female suricate 

with a litter of five was detected. 

There seems to be no limit to the size of the 

colonies. New holes and tunnels are added from time to 

time as the older portions are abandoned, or as the squir

rel ha.s to make room in its quarters for the yellow mon

goose. Colonies containing as many as a hundred or more 

openings, measuring fifty yards in diameter are frequently 

found. In such cases only a few of the openings on the 

periphery show signs of being in use. 

Fresh excavations on new colonies or extensions 
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